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GAME DESCRIPTION

King Carrot is a fruit-and-veggie themed slot filled with adorable characters. It features the 
King Carrot, who replaces other symbols with Carrot symbols to take over the whole grid and 
create the really big wins! The game is cluster-win based, has a 7x7 grid and a max win of 
10,000 times your bet.
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FEATURES

KING CARROT
Every time you land a King Carrot symbol a random lower paying symbol will be 
selected to be replaced. All symbols of the selected type will be replaced by carrot 
symbols. Land multiple King Carrot symbols to replace more than one symbol in the 
same spin. Every spin that a King Carrot symbol lands you get a respin!

EPIC KING CARROT
When a Carrot replacement happens, one to three Epic King Carrots have a chance to 
appear to replace an existing Carrot symbol. Each Epic King Carrot triggers a multiplier 
that will drop on a randomly selected Carrot symbol.

The multipliers will only affect a winning cluster of carrots and will multiply the win of 
the cluster with the multiplier value. If you land two or more multipliers on the same 
winning cluster their values will first be added and then multiply the win. The 
multipliers can have these values: 2x, 3x, 4x, 5x, 10x, 25x, 50x or 100x.

CARROT CARNAGE
If you land three or more FS-symbols the Carrot Carnage bonus game starts. In this 
bonus game you start with 10 free spins. All symbols replaced by the King Carrot will 
be kept progressively throughout the feature and just like in the base game you will 
be awarded a respin if a King Carrot symbol lands on a spin.

BIRD ATTACK
The Bird Attack happens after you see the bird shadow over the game. The bird(s) will 
sweep in and remove a row and/or column of symbols to make way for new ones to 
drop in. The bird(s) removes at least one and up to all rows and/or columns. Wild 
symbols and FS symbols are not removed.

SPECIAL SYMBOLS
The Wild symbol substitutes for all High or Low paying symbols when calculating wins.

The King Carrot and Epic King Carrot symbols substitute for Carrot symbols when 
calculating wins. 
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GAME DATA

Game name: King Carrot
Volatility: 3 of 5

Max feature win: €1,000,000 (10,000x) or equivalent for other currencies (based on a €100 bet)

How to win: Cluster

Bet levels: €0.2, €0.4, €0.6, €0.8, €1, €1.2, €1.4, €1.6, €1.8, €2, €3, €4, €5, €6, €7, €8, €9, €10, €15, 
€20, €25, €30, €35, €40, €45, €50, €75, €100, €200, €300, €400, €500 or equivalent for other 
currencies (bet levels above €100 are not enabled by default)

Progressive jackpot game: No

Game ID RTP Hit Rate
Carrot Carnage bonus 

buy RTP

1127 96.30% 30.90% 96.41%

1128 94.51% 30.90% 94.34%

1129 92.28% 30.89% 92.32%

1130 88.28% 30.85% N/A

Recommended size and ratio for desktop browsers
1366 x 768
16:9

Technology and compatibility
WebGL support:
IE 11, Edge 12, Firefox 24, Chrome 33, Safari 8, iOS Browsers 8, Chrome Android 64, UC Android 11.8, 
Samsung Internet 4
Web Audio API support: Edge 12, Firefox 25, Chrome 10, Safari 6, iOS Browsers 6, Chrome Android 
64, UC Android 11.8, Samsung Internet 4

Language and currency support
Our games support over 20 languages and 80 currencies. Please ask your Account
Manager for the latest document with all details.
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Mobile view

Tablet view

Desktop view
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Thank you!

For more information, please contact us.
info@hacksawgaming.com
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